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1. MEMBERSHIP OF WORKING PARTIES (continuation from third meeting, section 1) 

The CHAIRMAN informed the Board that at the request of the Chairman of the 

Working Party on the Revision of the Rules of Procedure of the Health Assembly and 

Executive Board, he had authorized him to co-opt Mr. Calderwood, adviser to Dr
#
 Hyde, 

as â member of the working party, in view of his experience in legal matters. 

Decision: The Board confirmed the co-option of Mr. Calderwood as a member 
of the working party. 

Ambassador Hurtado (Vice-Chairman) took the Chair. 

2. STUDÏ ON PROGRAMME ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION: Item 8Д2Д of the Agenda 
(Resolutions WHA6.22 and EB12

#
R6； Documents EB13/59, EB13/59 Add

#
 l

1

 and 
EB13/59 Add. 2) “ 

The DIHSCTOR-GENERAL recalled that the Board had at its eleventh session 

recommended to the Sixth World Health Assembly that a study on analysis and evaluation 

of assistance projects should be carried out
#
 An outline of the proposed study had 

been presented to the Board at its twelfth session
^
 The subject was of great 

importance not only to WHO but also to other specialized agencies and the Technical 

Assistance Board* The report now presented was only a very preliminary one intended 

to serve as a basis for discussion by the Board, 

Dr. SINAI, Director, Office of Reports and Analysis, introducing the report, 

said that document ЕВ13/59 was а эшипагу of the report contained in document 

EB13/59 Add. I.
1 

1

 Reproduced as Off
e
 Rec. Wld Hlth Org, 52, Part 工II. 
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The report should be considered only as a first step towards an applied systematic 

evaluation. Part 工 dealt with the basis and method of stuc^y. Certain fundamental 

characteristics of assistance projects were brought out and certain premises and 

principles established� On those bases the framework of evaluation was presented in a 

schematic form, . Each of six májor features of evaluation and the four components of 

each feature contained in that framework were discussed individually. A good deal of 

emphasis had been laid on the social and economic characteristics of virtually all such 

projects. On the social side i t was stressed that the culture, beliefs and customs of 

the peoplâ influenced the progress of a project. . 

Part 工工 of the report indicated the viewpoint and opinions expressed by a large 

number of health workers in the field. Significant facts were that a large group of 

public-health workers - almost 200 - in various parts of the world had considered the 

framework of evaluationand that there appeared to be a unanimous opinion that the 

matter was urgent and that the framework offered the first applicable step that might 

lead to further progress in the matter. The report closed with five recommendations 

for further steps in the development of evaluation. 

The CHAIRMAN gave the floor to Mr. Obez, representative of the Technical Assistance 

Board. . 

Mr. OBEZ (Technical Assistance Board) paid a tribute to the excellent 

.report on a very diff icult subject and stressed the great interest attached by 

the Technical Assistance Board to the problem, which was on its agenda for the 

forthcomi-ng session in March» The Technical Assistance Committee had recently 

and on many other occasions expressed the desire that a systematic study should 
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Ъе made of the results obtained under the Expanded Programme of Technical 

Assistance] and certain Member Governments had even suggested the main lines 

for such a study. In consequence the document now presented would be of the 

greatest value not only to WHO but for all concerned with technical assistance， 

Ths report defined clearly the aims and framework of the evaluation of 

results, described the different stages and gave valuable information on the 

results of the study. Moreover, it had. already Ъэвп tested in the fields 

The conolusions and. methods could no doubt be applied to the activities carried 

out under the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance^ hence it would Ъе 

appreciated how greatly the Board was interested in the work accomplished. Ъу 

WHO. 

He expressed the hope, which he had no doubt would Tpe fulfilled, that the 

Executive Board and the Seventh World Health Assembly would encourage and 

provide for the continuation of the efforts of the Secretariat. He had no doubt 

that the task of TAB during its March session would be greatly facilitated Ъу 

the work of the Executive Board and Secretariat of WHO, which had once again 

taken the lead« 

Professor ALIVISATOS felt that the report provided a justification of the 

decision of the Board, at its eleventh session, in favour of that activity. 

Evaluation served as an internal control and a safety valv.e against an excess of 

imaginative enthusiasm. As Disraeli had said, the capital invested in health 

returned dividends only in the future.. Thus it was clear that pre-evaluation 

of programmes and evaluation of results was indispensable• 
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He stressed the importance in evaluation of the biological aspects to which 

all the characteristics enumerated under I - VI in the report could be applied. 

Pre-evaluation in the campaign against malaria, for instance, could show ldiat 

would be the effects of the reduction of the deaths from that disease on the 

average length of life, and the biological effects of the campaign on the 

strengthening of the race. 

The result of each activity of IAIHO depended in part on the results of 

other activities and was therefore a component of the whole
 4
 Methods should 

therefore be sought for determining, analysing and evaluating the importance of 

each factor in the Organisation-a programme. 

He expressed complete agreement with the statements in the document that 

systematic evaluation complemented national health planning but could not 

replace i t in the selection of projects, and that the purpose of evaluation 

was to facilitate and not to hamper the carrying out of projects• 

Dr. van den BERG, expressing his appreciation of the report, recalled 

that at an earlier session of the Board he had stressed the importance of 

evaluation as a kind of internal audit and the answer to such outside criticism 

and analysis as that mentioned in the seventh paragraph。 He regretted that the 

report had been received somewhat la te ; the study i t s e l f and the various other 

problems it raised deserved at least a whole day's discussion. 

Referring to the statement in the first paragraph of section Ĉ " regarding 

th© social components of a health project^ he said ths definition of health 

given in the Constitution had often been quoted, but until recently had been 

1

 Off. Rec. Wld Hlth Org, 52, 40 
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given too little attention. There had been a discussion during the eleventh 

session of the Board on the role of sociologists in public-health work and a paper 

Ъу the Deputy Director-General which had appeared in the International Red Cross 

Review and had been reproduced in part in the Chronicle of the World Health 

Organization. The Deputy Director-General had rightly stated that the problems 

of health did not present themselves in vacuo and that their activity did not 

develop in vacuo. The Organization had been the subject of criticism because 

that fact had been too much overlockedo He was therefore glad that the present 

report had drawn attention to it. 

He was also glad to note that the report, in the following paragraph, drew 

attention to the question of biological factors. There were biological factors 

in the social field and even in the economic field. The eminent English economist, 

Alfred Marshall, had stated that economics was to be considered as a part of 

biology taken in a broad sense, Biology was therefore a connecting element； 

there was no contradiction between the biological and social element. It was 

understandable that a doctor received specialized education for curative work; 

when he turned, to public-health wqrk he must learn the social side. 

In conclusion, he expressed the hope that the subject could be placed on 

the agenda of a future session of the Board when members had had a possibility 

of preparing for a fr.ll discussion. 

Dr, HIDE felt sure that all members would have a vital interest in the answers 

to the questions to which the important document before them marked an approach, 

namely how fast and how effectively governments were progressing towards a 

goal of all international health work - the strengthening of national 
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health services. The report put on a properly broad basis that concept of the 

strengthening of national health services, which sometimes considered from 

too bureaucratic a point of view. The important thing was the service to the 

people, irrespective of the organ or organs through which that service was 

rendered. 

The work accomplished was important as a means of measuring the rat© of 

progress towards the goal he had mentioned and bringing to light the mistakes 

being made. It was also a means of answering the questions of national 

legislative and financial bodies as to the value of the Organization's work® 

Turning to the methods of evaluation, he said that attempts had been made 

in the United States of America to evaluate the progress made in international 

programmes on a bilateral basis in which the United States had been engaged 

with certain Latin-American countries. Their work would benefit greatly from 

the thoughtful report now before the Board. An attempt had also been made to 

evaluate the bilateral work in relation to the multilateral work being done
9 

and he was glad to see the recommendation in the report that the results of the 

study should be made available to people interested in both fields. 

The system had the advantage over external systems of evaluation in that 

everyone concerned in a project must contribute to the evaluation} it was a 

continuing evaluation and the method v/ould lead to orderly thinking about the 

work. 

He had been glad to hear the social aspect mentioned in the disoussion. 

An attempt was being made in the United States to develop the approach mentioned 

in the report between the social sciences and public health. The Social Science 

Research Council had been established by a group of specialized societies and 
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had set up a Committee on Preventive Medicine and the Social Sciences• All 

members of the Board had experienced in every phase of their work the difficulties 

of understanding which often arose between workers in those two fields• The 

economic aspect y/as also important, since it was necessary to determine whether 

the work justified the money spent on it* 

The present report was only a beginning; it was limited to the internal 

evaluation of certain specific intra-country projects. There was a heartening 

trend away from the discrete approach and tararás more inter…country 

leadership by WHO. The relative- importance of projects varied greatly 一 from 

the building of a network of national hospital centres to the repair of one 

truck» There was therefore a need for some kind of standardized unit that 

would make comparison possible® 

It did not appear from th.è report (perhaps the stage had not been reached) 

exactly how it was iutended that the principles of evaluation should Ъе applied. 

Perhaps it was as well that specimens of forms had not Ъееп attached to the 

report, since they might have had the effect of limiting thought on the matter? 

however, it was not clear to him what the next step would Ъе. 

工n conclusion, he stated that those concerned with bilateral programmes 

had been waiting for the report, and hoped, they Ъе able to apply the same 

system to such programmes with the co-operation of the participating governments. 

WHO was giving evidence of the leadership which it was its role to exercise and 

he was glad that bilateral prograinmes could look to the co-ordinating authority 

in international health т/огк for leadership
d 
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Dr, VARGAS-MENDEZ welcomsd the reporb es a guicfethat could be applied to the 

problems of evaluation which wore continually cornng up in the field of public-health 

administration. He congratulated the Secretariat on having, in spite of the vague 

character of the word "evaluation", presented u document which could serve as a worklBg 

basis. 

He believed that evaluation should be applied to the whole programme of WHO. 

The report related to evaluation of projects on the local level, but it should be 

possible on the b a s i s of it to arriva at a method of evaluation which could serve as a 

guide to the Ministries of Heai.th in setting up their national programmes. WHO might 

assist Ministries which applied for help in that rscpect. 

In connexion with what had teen aaid about the social and economic aspects, he 

felt it unfortunate that before deciding on a programme)evaluation of its usefulness 

was not always undertaken. In some cases real success had been achieved, but in others 

the project had not justified the funds engaged.. He hoped the report would be distri-

buted as widely as possible in a^ шлу different languages as possible to serve as a 

model for national public-health administrations. 

Dr, ANWAR regretted that it had not been possible to distribute the report in 

time to allow of more serious study by the members of the Board. He would make a few 

remarks following a somewhat superficial examination of it. 

He believed the importance of evaluation vont far beyond the шеавигешп̂ of the 

contribution of a projsct to the strengthening of national health services, which was 

stated to be its purpose in the summary (EB13/59； page 2). Previous speakers had 

merxtioned the relation between Ш0 prograînmes and social and eccncmic development. 
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The report would be very valuable from that point of view
;
 particularly to the govern-

ments of countries where no evaluation had been made to determine whether the methods 

being used were the appropriate ones. While the immediate purpose of assistance 

projects was the strengthening of health services, the ultimate aim of WHO^ as laid 

down in the Constitution, was the attainment by all peoples of the highest possible 

level of health, by which was meant a state of complete physical, mental, and social 

well-being. The efforts being undertaken in that direction would probably soon result 

in a decrease in the mortality and morbidity rates ̂  but might at first create new 

social problems such as problems of food supply and housing„ Activities in public 

health must accordingly be accompanied by activities in the social and economic fields. 

Evaluation and analysis of health programmes were therefore very important but muat 

be carried out in association with evaluation of the economic and social results of 

public-health activitiss, which could only be achieved as a joint undertaking by 

governments
;
 agencies and communities. 

With regard to the framework of evaluation, he regretted that many projects were 

apparently initiated without sufficient knowledge about the area of the project and 

the area of its influence
 л
 It mightte .useful for governments and for the participating 

agencies if WHO could draw up a questionnaire with a view to obtaining at least a 

minimum of information about those areas« In that way information would be obtained 

in a uniform way which might be useful in future evaluation
e 
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Dr, MACLEAN recalled that when tho members had been asked for their comments 

and suggestions at the previous meeting of the Board, two points had been stressed： 

the very great importance of making such evaluations and the great di f f icul ty in 

making detailed suggestions as to how they might be carried out. The Board had given 

a free hand to the Director-General who, he fel t^ was to be congratulated on the 

very effective start that the Secretariat had made。 Evaluation had already proceeded 

further than appeared possible irom the information before the Board at i t s previous 

session, 

He concurred with other speakers in emphasizing the importance of econoinic and 

social factorsd I f health projects did not lead to improved economic conditions in 

the countries concerned, there would be l i t t l e chance of progress being maintained 

in the health f i e l d alone. FurthermoreP health was hound up with local customs^ 

general habits of l i fe^ msthods of education and so forth， so that the evaluation 

of social results of health pro¿ec
:

^s was of great importance. It would be of great 

interest i f the board Cîould receive later on reports on the evaluation and 

analysis of individual projects carried out̂ , showing ths lessons learned from the 

evaluations and the methods by which further work in the f ie ld concerned could be 

improved. 

D14 MOORE congratulated the Secretariat on the presentation of the report, 

which contained guidance on the orderly planning fundamental to the success of any 

health project^ and 011 projoct evaluation. He wished to join with previous 

speakers in stressing the importance of the economic aspects of health workj i t 
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many bilateral and multilateral projects were in progress广 and where social problems 

differed from those to be found in other parts of the world - had been the only 

WHO region which had not been visited in the course of the evaluation study• 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL remarked that Dr, Togba's question was related to the 

point which had been raised by Dr. van den Berg. The shortness of time available 

for the Secretariates study - between the completion of the Sixth World Health 

Assembly and the holding of the thirteenth session of the Executive Board - had made 

it impossible both to make the study and prepare the document earlier and to visit 

all the WHO regions. The African Region had not been deliberately excluded, but as 

thé Regional Office for Africa was the most recently established of the regional 

offices^fewer staff had been available in Africa to help in the study than at other 

regional offices. 

As Dr, van den Berg had pointed out, the Board could not. be satisfied with the 

results so far achieved in this study; document EB13/59 Add.l was a preliminary 

report only. Dr• Vargas-Mendez had drawn attention to the fact that the question 

of evaluation had been discussed for a long time without any concrete action 

having been taken; it was hoped that the evaluation framework contained in the 

document would form a stimulating basis for further analysis and recommendations• 

The Secretariat recognized that the requirements of the Technical Assistance Board 

and cf UNICEF could not be met quickly, but he hoped to be able to present a more 

advanced type of report if the subject were placed on the agenda of the fifteenth 

session of the Board in January 1955» Public-health workers knew the difficulties 

involved in attempted national evaluation of health work, WHO was helping governments 

to evaluate national projects, and it was hoped in this way to be able to show to the 
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governing bodies of WHO the value of the Organization's projects. The statement by 

the representative of .the Technical Assistance Board had been much appreciated. 

..…Dr. SINAI said that the comments of the Board were indicative of the fact that 

there neither was nor ever could. Ъе a final report on evaluation, just as there could 

be no final report on any other aspect of science. He suggested that in any revision 

of the report the number of participants in thé stucfy should be increased, to include 

the number of members serving on the Board, for their contribution to the study had 

been a valuable one. 

In summing up the discussion, the CEalRMAN noted in particular the preliminary 

nature of the report, the proposal of Dr. Vargas-Mendez that document ЕВ13/59 Add. 1 

should be distributed as widely as possible to interested persons, and the importance, 

as stressed by Professor Ferreira, of the relationship between the work of WHO and 

general social problems. 

He read out a draft resolution for the Board's approval. 

.Decision： The draft resolution was unanimously adopted. (See resolution 
:EB13.R20.) 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL_suggested that in view of its decision to continue the study 

on programme analysis and evaloatiori, the Board might feel that further discussion was 

not required under item 8.12.2 of the Agenda, "Suggestions for future studies". 

•• . • » < 

It was so agreed 
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3. TRANSFERS BETWEEN SECTIONS OF THE APPROPRIATION RESOLUTION (a) FOR 1953 (b) FOR 
1954： Item 3.2 of the Agenda (Resolutions WHA6.28 and ЕБ12.Е14; Documents 
EB13/30 and EB13/42) 

(a) For 1953 

Mr. SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, Administration and Finance, explained 

that document EB13/30
1

 was a report on a matter idiich had already been dealt with by 

the Board through correspondence with the Director-General during the latter part of 

1953: a number of transfers between sections 

proposed by the Director-Gaieral and accepted 

of thst approval was now sought. 

of the Appropriation Resolution had been 

by all members of the Board； confirmation 

Decision： The Board confirmed its concurrence in the transfers proposed. (See 
resolution EB13.R21.) 

Following the decision, Dr. TOGBA asked permission to revert to the matter iri order 

to draw the attention of the Board to the paragraph "Appropriation Section 6 - Regional 

Offices" in document EB13/30, which referred to additional expenditure which had been 

required to meet cost-of-living adjustments and operating costs at the WHO Regional 

Office for Africa. He wished to know if anything was being done to remedy those 

difficulties. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL suggested that the question might be more appropriately 

discussed by the Board 他en the report of the Ш0 Regional Office for Africa came 

before it. 

1

 Reproduced as Off. Rec. Wld Hlth Org. ¿2, Annex 3 
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In the li^it of that suggestion, D
r
. TOGBA proposed the postponement of 

discussion on document EB13/30. 

The CHAIRMAN and Dr. van den BERG pointed out that the purpose of document EB13/30 

w a s
 informative; the action related to the year 1953. 

Dr. TOGBA wished, nevertheless, to reserve the right to refer to document EB13/30 

w h e n
 the report of the WHO Regional Office for Africa was under discussion, as he felt 

that it contained implications for the future. 

îhe CHAIRMAN assented, 

(b) For 1954 

Mr. SIEGEL presented document EB13/42, which contained proposals, accompanied by 

justifications, for a number of transfers between sections of the Appropriation 

Resolution for 1954。 

Decision： Document EB13/42 was approved without comment. (See resolution 

ÊBÎ3TR22.) 

4 ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES AS BETWEEN REGIES: Item^.3 of the Agenda (Resolution 

• EB11.R71； Documents EB13/53 and EB13/53 Corr. 1) 

In presenting documents EB13/53 and EB13/53 Corr.l,
1

 the DIRECTOR-GENERAL said he 

W 0 U
l d be glad to provide any additional explanaotiy infomation vfcich might be required. 

A s
 there were no comments, the Œ A I R M N read out the following draft resolution 

. . . . . . . . 

for the Board's approval： 

1

 Reproduced as Off. Rec. Wld Hlth Org. ¿2, Annex 4 
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Having considered the report of the Director-General on a study of the 

guiding principles for the allocation of resources as between regionsj 

Having reviewed the considerations which the Executive Board gave to th i s 
matter at its second, fifth) seventh and eighth sessions； 

Having considered fur tiner various international^ regional and national 

factors affecting the determination of allocations as between regions of the 

resources available to the World Health Organization； 

Realizing thot it would be impracticable to establish firm criteria 

governing such allocations； 

The Executive Board 

REQUESTS the Director-General, in his determination of allocation of 
resources as between regions， to continue to bear in mind the principles 
already outlined by the Executive Board at its second, fifth, seventh and 
eighth sessions, with due regard to such internotionaí, regional and national 
considerations as may be relevant for the individual regions. 

Dr. van den BERG proposed that the resolution should contain a phrase expressing 

the appreciation of the Board for the excellence of the report. 

Decision： Ihe draft resolution was unanimously adopted with the additional 
suggestion that a phrase expressing the appreciation of the Board should be 
incorporated in the resolution by the Rapporteurs. (See resolution EB13.R23.) 

5. PROCEDURE FOR CONSIDERATION OF THE PROGRAMME AND BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1955 AT 
THE SEVENTH WORLD HEALTH ASSEMBLY： Item 3.5 of the Agenda (Document EB13/43) 

№. SIEGEL recalled that at its January session each year the Board discussed 

procedure for the consideration of the programme and budget estimates for the 

year it wished to recommend to the forthcoming Health Assembly. Document EB13/43 

referred to the change in procedure which had been recommended by the Executive Board 
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at its eleventh session and outlined the apparently satisfactory results of that 

procedure at the Sixth World Health Assembly. The Director-General proposed that the 

same procedure should be followed by the Seventh World Health Assembly, with certain 

slight changes which it was hoped would eliminate minor difficulties which had 

occurred in 1953. 

Decision: The draft resolution contained in documont EB13/43 was adopted without 
comment. (See resolution EB13.R24.) 

6. PDRM OF PRESENTATION OF FUTURE ANNUAL PROGRAMMES AND BUDGET ESTIMATES: Item 3.6 
of the Agenda (Document EB13/46) 

Dr. van den BERG proposed that discussion of document ]EBl3/46 ehould be postponed 

until after discussion of the proposed programme and budget estimates for 1955 had been 

completed; members would then be in a better position to evaluate the advantages and 

disadvantages of the proposed changes in the form of future presentation. 

Decision: It was decided to postpone consideration of the form of presentation 
of future annual programme and budget estimates until discussion of the proposed 
programme and budget estimates for 1955 had been completed. (See section 8 of 
this meeting and twenty-first meeting, section 3.) 

7. STUDT ON SCALE OF ASSESS№NTSs Item 8.1 of the Agenda (Resolution WHA6.10j 
Documents EB13/38, EB13/38 Add. 1, and EB13/38 Corr. 1) 

Dr. van den BERG proposed that a small working group should study documents 

EB13/38, EB13/38 Add. 1, and ЕВ13/Э8 Gorr. 1 and report back to the Board. 

Professor FERREIRA thought that proposal premature, since members had not yet had 

an opportunity to indicate what aspects of the scale of asaesements they thought 
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required discussion. In his opinion it would be preferable for the question to be 

considered by the whole Board and then^ if necessary, by a working group. 

Mr, MASON, alternate to Dr. Maclean, while recognizing that the Board had already 

decided to postpone consideration of the form of presentation of future annual programme, 

and budget estimates, feared that postponement of too many items would lead to too hasty 

a consideration of them at the end of the session. He thought it would be of value if 

the Director-General were to make a statement both on the question of the scale of 

assessments and on the form of presentation of future annual programmes and budget 

estimates. He agreed with Professor Ferreira that the Board should give at least 

some consideration to the present item before any decision was taken on the necessity 

for the formation of a working party. 

The DIRECTOR—GENERAL reminded members that it had already been agreed, at an 

earlier meeting, that there should be a preliminary discussion in plenary session on 

the scale of assessments. 

Dr. BRADT, alternate to Dr. Hyde, proposed that the topic should be introduced by 

the Director-General at the present meeting, and that members should then be given one 

or two days to examine the question before being called upon to decide whether or not 

a working party was necessary. 

‘ ‘‘ . F 

In introducing the documentation, Mr, SIEGEL recalled that the question of the 

scale of assessments of Member States of WHO had originally been raised at the Fifth 

World Health Assembly by one delegate ^10 had maintained that the assessment of his 

country by WHO no longer corresponded with the assessment by the United Nations. As 
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a result, the Fifth World Health Assembly (resolution ША5.57) had requested the 

Executive Board to review the scale of assessments used in WHO with a view to 

bringing it into conformity with the criteria used by the United Nations. At the 

time of the eleventh session of the Board, it was knovm. that the General Assembly of 

the United Nations was about to make further changes in the United Nations scale of 

assessments； a proposal had therefore been adopted that the study should be deferred 

for one year (resolution EB11.R30). 

The study, as now carried out, took into account the latest revisions made in the 

United Nations scale of assessments, and the primary purpose of the changes proposed was 

to assure that the scale of assessments of WHO was based on the same principles and 

criteria as were used in the United Nations. In preparing the report, the Director-

General had obtained advice from the Committee on Contributions of the United Nations, 

particularly in regard to the assessment of Member States of WHO which were not also 

Members of the United Nations. Attached to the document were several exhibits and 

tables showing the scale of assessments in effect in the United Nations as applied to 

1954 and the changes which would have to be made if the WHO scale was to be brought 

into conformity. 

In applying the United Nations scale to the World Health Organization, adjustments 

had to be made for a number of reasons: WHO used a scale of assessment worked out on a 

unit basis rather than on a strict percentage basis, as used in the United Nations； there 

were more Member States of WHO than of the United Nations5 and use had continued to 

be made of the two criteria established by the Second World Health Assembly - that the 

assessment of the highest contributor should not exceed 33-1/3^, and that the assessment 

per capita of the highest contributor should be the limit for any per capita assessment 

of any other Members of WHO. 
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A number of alternative methods by which the WHO scale of assessments might be 

brought into line x\rith the criteria used by the United Nations - described in sections 

3 and 4 on pages 2-4 of document EB13/38 - had been placed before the Board for its 

consideration. The differences between methods 工 and II, on the one hand, and III 

and IV, on the other, were connected with the number of units to be used in the WHO 

scale： with methods 工 and 工工，calculations were based, on the same number of units as 

were currently in use, while with methods III. and IV the number of units was established 

at 12,500 to provide for a strict mathematical calculation whereby the minimum 

assessment in the United Nations (O.A%) would correspond exactly to the minimutn 

assessment in WHO (5 units). No one particular method was recommended by the 

Director-General^ but it was hoped that the Board would be able to make a specific 

recommendation to the Health Assembly to assist it in taking a final decision. 

Professor JETTMR' asked whether agreement had been sought on the proposed new 

schedules from the governments of States which were Members of WHO but not of the 

United Nations. 

Mr. SIEGEL read the text of resolution WHA6.10, the directive under which the 

study had been carried out, and drew particular attention to paragraph 3, in conformity 

with which Member States had been invited to submit any recommendations or comments 

which they wished to have taken into account in connexion with the study. The text 

of the only comment which had been received was contained in document EB13/38 Add. 1. 

Mr„ MASON said that Mr. SiegeUs statement had been extremely useful and proposed 

that discussion on item 3.6 of the agenda be reopened so that a statement might be made 

on that subject also^ 
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The CHAIRMAN put the proposal to the vote. 

Decision; It was unanimously decided to resume discussion of item 3.6 of the 
agenda•. 

(For continuation of discussion on scale of assessments, see twentieth meeting, 

section 2.) 

8. FORM OF PRESENTATION OF FUTURE ANNUAL PROGRAMES AND BUDGET ESTIMATES î Item 3.6 
of the Agenda (Document EB13/46) (resumed from section 6) 

ч 

Mr. S
T

EGEL explained that document EB13/46 had resulted from a desire on the part 

of the Director-General to see if, in the light of e^çerience gained over several years, 

improvements could be made in the form of presentation of the annual programme and 

budget estimates with a view to achieving possible economies and to facilitating the 

consideration of this annual item by the Board and the Health Assembly. Suggestions 

had been made which it was hoped would reduce the size of the document without at the 

same time reducing the essential and important elements which the Board and Health 

Assembly needed to have before them in considering and approving the annual programme 

and the annual appropriation. Various alternatives were described in document 

EB13/46: it was not necessarily suggested that all of these should be adopted； they 

might be adopted individually or in one combination or another. In order to 

facilitate consideration of these alternatives, the document made reference to relevant 

parts of the Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates for 1955 (Official Records
д
 No. 50). 

Mr
#
 MASON said it appeared that the saving in size which would result from 

adopting the various proposals would amount to about 180 pages in the text of the 
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budget document• A practical way of deciding whether those pages should or should 

not be eliminated would be by bearing the proposals in mind when the Proposed 

Programme and Budget Estimates for 1955 were under re.view. While the number of 

pages which would be saved by each of the proposals taken separately could be worked 

out roughly from a study of Appendix 1 of the report^ provision of exact figures by 

the Secretariat would be helpful. Care must be taken not to eliminate information 

of real value to the Board in studying the annual budget document. 

(For continuation of discussion, see twenty-first meeting, section 3.) 

The meeting rose at 12.10 
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1. COMPOSITION OF WORKIHG PARTY ON RULES OF PROCEDURE (continuation) 

The CHAIRMAN informed the Board that at the request of the Chairman of the 

Working Party on Rules of Procedure, he had authorized, the latter to oo-opt 

Mr. Calderwood, adviser to Dr. Hyde, as a member of the Working Party on 

Revision of the Rulés of Procedure, in view of his experience in legal matters. 

Decision» The Board confirmed the co-option of Mr. Calderwood 
as a member of the Working Party. 

Professor Hurtado (Vice-Ghairman) took the Chair. 

2. STUDY ON PROGRAMME ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION» Item 8.12.1. of the 
Agenda (Resolutions WHA6.22 and EB12.R6 and documents БВ13/59 
and Add. 1 and 2) 

The DIRECTOR—GENERAL recalled that the Board, had at its eleventh session 

recommended to the Sixth World. Health Assembly that a study on analysis and. 

evaluation of assistance projects should be carried out. An outline of tha 

proposed study had. been presented to the Board at its twelfth session. The 

subject was of great importance not only to WHO tout also to other specialized 

agencies and the Technioal Assistance Board. The report now presented was 

only a very preliminary one intended to serve as a basis for disxsussion Ъу 

the Board. 

Dr. SINAI, Director, Office of Reports and Analysis, introducing the 

report, said that document EB13/59 was a summary of the report contained 

in document EB13/59 Add. 1. 

The report should be considerad only as a first step towards an applied 

systematic evaluation. Part I dealt with the basis and method of study. 
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Oertain fundamental charaoteristics of assistance projects were brought out and 

certain premises and principles established. On those bases the framework of 

evaluation was presented in a schematic form. Bach of six major features of 

evaluation and the fostv components of each feature contained in that framework 

were discussed individually. A good deal of emphasis had been laid on the 

social and eoonomic characteristics of virtually all such projeots# On the 

social side it was stressed that the culture, beliefs and customs of the people 

influenced the progress of a project• 

Part II of the report indicated the viewpoint and opinions expressed Ъу a 

large number of health workers in tbe field. Significant facts were that a 

large group of public health workers - almost 200 • in various parts of the 

world had considered the framework of evaluation j • that there appeared to be 

a unanimous opinion that the matter was urgent, and that the framework offered 

the first applicable step that might lead to further progress in the matter. 

The report closed with five recommendations for further steps in the development 

of evaluation» . 

Th© CHAIRMAN gave the floor to Mr. Ob^z
9
 representative of the Technical 

Assistance Board. 

Mr. OBEZ (Technical Assistance Board) paid a tribute to the excellent 

report on a very difficult subject and stressed the great interest attached by 

the Tectmical Assistance Board to th© problem, which was on its agenda for the 

forthcoming session in March. The Technical Assistance Committee had recently 

and on many other occasions expressed the desire that a systematic study should 
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Ъе made of the results obtained under the Expanded Programme of Technical 

Assistance; and certain Member Governments had even suggested the main lines 

for such a study. In consequence the document now presented would be of the 

greatest value not only to WHO but for all concerned with tóchnical assistanee• 

Ths report defined clearly the aims and framework of the evaluation of 

results, described the different stages and. gave valuable information on the 

results of the study» Moreover, it had already been tested in the field. 

The conolusions and methods could no doubt be applied to the activities carried 

out under the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance'} hence it would Ъе 

appreciated how greatly the Board was interested in the work accomplished Ъу 

WHO. 

He expressed the hope, which he had no doubt would Ъе fulfilled, that the 

Executive Board and the Seventh World Health Assembly would encourage and 

provide for the continuation of the efforts of the Secretariat. He had no doubt 

that the task of TAB during its March session would Ъе greatly facilitated by 

the work of the Executive Board and Secretariat of WHO, which had once again 

taken the lead. 

Professor ALIVISATOS felt that the report provided a justification of the 

decision of the Board, at its eleventh session, in favour of that activity. 

Evaluation served as an internal control and. a safety valve against an excess of 

imaginative enthusiasm. As Disraeli had said, the capital invested in health 

returned dividends only in the future• Thus it was clear that pre—evaluation 

of programmes and evaluation of results was indispensable. 
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Ha stressed the importance in evaluation of the biological aspects to which 
• - . •«. .. 

all the characteristics enumerated under I 一 VI in the report could Ъе applied. 

Pre-evaluation in the campaign against malaria, for instance, could ahow what 

would Ъе the effects of the reduction of the deaths from that disease on the 

average length of life, and the biological effects of the campaign on the 

strengthening of the race# 

The result of each activity of WHO depended in part on the results of 

other activities and was therefore a component of the whole. Methods should 

therefore Ъе sought for determining, analysing and evaluating the importance of 

each factor in the Organization's programme» 

• ： !
 !

 •： . ' 
He expressed complete agreement with the statements in the document that 

systematic evaluation complemented national health planning but could not 

substitute for it in the selection of projects, and that the purpose of 

evaluation was to facilitate and not to hamper the carrying out of projects. 

Dr• van den BERG, expressing his appreciation of the report, reoaíled 

that at an earlier ses曰ion of the Board he had stressed the importance of 

evaluation as a kind of internal audit and the answer to such outside criticism 

and analysis as that mentioned at the foot of page 2. He regretted that the 

report had been received somewhat latej the study itself and the vaïious other 

problems it raised deserved at least a whole day
1

s discussion. 

Referring to the statement in the first paragraph of Section С (pages 

12 - 13) regarding the social components of a health project, he said the 

definition of health given in the Constitution had often been quoted, but until 
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r e c e n t l y had been given too little a t t e n t i o n。 There h a d b e e n a discussion 

during the eleventh session of the Board on the role of sociologists in public 

health work and. a paper Ъу the Deputy Director—General which had appeared in 

the International Red Cross Review and had been reproduced in part in the 

Chronicle of the World Health Organization. The Deputy Director-General had 
I II III IH II M ll_ I Г ••• 1議 1Г • • I • • 1圓1寒1__1 I in I m •_ _l I � г . г II--- •• - - «S гичч.'и—1ШЦЯ» .ИЖШ!» 

rightly stated that the problems of health did not present themselves in vacuo 

and that their activity did not develop in vacuo。 The Organization had Ъееп 

the subject of criticise because that fact had Ъееп too much overlooked. He 

was therefore glad that the present report had drawn attention to it» 

He was also glad to note that the report drew attention to the question 

of biological factors (page 13, first paragraph)。 There v/ere biological 

factors in the social field and even in the economic field. The eminent 

English economistj Alfred Marshall.
3
 had stated that economics was to be 

considered as a part of "biology taken in a b r o a d sense г Biology was therefore 

a c o n n e c t i n g element 5 there was no c o n t r a d i c t i o n between the biological and 

social element
?
 It was understandable that a doctor received specialized 

education for curative work 5 when he turned to public-health work he must 

learn the social side« 

In conclusion, he expressed the hope that the subject could be placed on 

the agenda for a future session of 'bh.̂  Soard when members had had a possibility 

of preparing for a full discussioru 

Dre HYDE felt sure that all m e m b e r s would have a vital interest in the 

answers to the questions to. w h i c h the ir.portant document before them marked an 

approach, namely how fast and how effectively governments were progressing 

tov/ards the goal of all international health work - the strengthening of national 
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health services. The report put on a properly broad basis that concept of the 

strengthening of national health services, which v/as sometimes considered from 

too bureaucratic a point of view. The important thing was the service of the 

people, irrespective of the organ or organs through which that service was 

rendered* 

The work accomplished was important as a means of measuring the rate of 

progress towards the goal he had mentioned and bringing to light the mistakes 

being made• It was also a means of answering the questions of national 

legislative and financial bodies as to the value of the Organization
1

s work. 

Turning to the methods of evaluation, he said that attempts had Ъееп made 

in the United States of America to evaluate the progress made in international 

programmes on a bilateral basis in which the United States had been engaged 

with certain Latin-American countries• Their work would benefit greatly from 

the thoughtful report now before the Board. An attempt had also been made to 

evaluate the bilateral work in relation to the multilateral work being done, 

and he was glad to see the recommendation in the report that the results of the 

study should be made available to people interested in both fields• 

The system had the advantage over external systems of evaluation in that 

everyone concerned in a project must contribute to the evaluation} it was a 

continuing evaluation and the method would lead to orderly thinking about the 

work. 

He had been glad to hear the social aspect mentioned in the discussion. 

An attempt was being made in the United States to develop the approach mentioned 

in the ..report, between the social sciences and public health. The Social Science 

Research Council had Ъееп established by a group of specialized societies and 
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had set up a Committee on Preventive Medicine and the Social Sciences* • All 

members of the Board had experienced in every phase of their work the difficulties 

of understanding which often arose between workers in those two fields• The 

economic aspect was also important, since it was necessary to determine whether 

the work justified the money spent on ±t. 

The present report was only a beginning} it was limited, to the internal 

evaluation of certain specific intra-country projects. There was a heartening 

trend away from the specific discrete approach towards more inter-country 

'leadership Ъу WHO* The relative importance of projects varied greatly • from 

the building of a network of national hospital centres to the repair of one 

truck. There was therefore a need for some kind of standardized unit that 

would make comparison possible. • .、 

It did not appear from the report (perhaps the stage had not been reached) 

exactly how it was intended that the principles of evaluation should Ъе applied. 

Perhaps it was as well that specimens of forms had not been attached to the 

report, since they might have had the effect of limiting thought on the matter； 

however, it was not clear to him what the next step would Ъе. 

In conclusion, he stated that those concerned with bilateral programmes 

had been waiting for the report, and hoped they might Ъе able to apply th@ same 

system to such programmes with the co-operation of the participating governments. 

WHO was giving evidence of th© leadership which it was its role to exeroise and 

he was.glad that bilateral programmes could look to the co-ordinating authority 

in international health for leadership» 
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Dr, VARGAS^MENDEZ welcomed the report as a guicfethat could be applied to the 

problems of «valuation which were continually coming up in the field of public-health 

aclminietration. He congratulated the Secretariat on having, In spite of the vague 

character of the word "évaluation", presented a document which could serve as & working 

baeis. 

He believed that évaluation should be applied to the whole programme of WHO. 

The report related to evaluation of projects on the local level, but it should be 

possible on the basis of it to arrive at a method of evaluation which could serve as a 

guide to the Ministries of Health in setting up their national programmée. WHO might 

assist Ministries which applied for help in that respect. 

In connejcion with what had .teen said about the social and economic aspects, he 

felt it unfortunate that before deciding on a programme evaluation of its ueefulneee 

W
as not always undertaken. In some cases real success had been achieved, but in others 

• • • ‘ . . . 

the project had not justified the funds engaged. He hoped the report would be distri-

buted as widely as possible in as many different languages as possible to serve ae a 

model for national public-health administrations. 

Dr, ANWAR regretted that it had not been possible to distribute the report in 

time to allow of more serious study by the membei-s of the Board. He would make a few 

remarks following a somewhat superficial examination of it. 

He believed the importance of evaluation went far beyond the measurement of the 

contribution of a project to the strengthening of national health services, which was 

stated to be its purpose in the summary (EBX3/59, page 2). Previous speakers had 

mentioned the relation between WHO programmes and social and economic development. 
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The report would be very valuable from that point of view夕 particularly to the govern-

ments of countries where no evaluation had been made to determine whether the methods 

being used were the appropriate ones- While the immediate purpose of assistance 

projects was the strengthening of health services, the ultimate aim of WHO， as laid 

down in the Constitution, was the attainment by all peoples of the highest possible 

level of health, by which was meant a state of complete physical, mental, and social 

well-being. The efforts being undertaken in that direction would probably soon result 

in a decrease in the mortality and morbidity rates^ but might at first create new 

social problems such as problems of food supply and housing, Activities in public 

health must accordingly be accompanied by activities in the social and economic fields• 

Evaluation and analysis of health programmes were therefore very important but must 

be carried out in association with evaluation of the econoiriic and social results of 

public-health activities^ which could only be achieved as a joint undertaking by 

governments； agencies and communities. 

With regard to the framework of evaluation, he regretted that many projects were 

apparently initiated without sufficient knowledge about the area of the project and 

the area of its influence. It might "ie/useful for governments and for the participating 

agencies if WHO could draw up a questionnaire with a view to obtaining at least a 

minimum of information about those areas
 e
 In that way information would be obtained 

in a uniform way which might be useful in future evaluation。 
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Dr, MACLEAN recalled that when the members had been asked for their comments 

and suggestions at the previous meeting of the Board, two points had been stressed： 

the very great importance of making such evaluations and the great difficulty in 

making detailed suggestions as to how they might be carried out. The Board had given 

a free hand to the Director-General who, he felt
P
 was to be congratulated on the 

very effective start that the Secretariat had made
e
 Evaluation had already proceeded 

further than appeared possible from the information before the Board at its previous 

session. 

He concurred with other epeakers in emphasiaing the importance of economic and 

social factors。 If health projects did not lead to improved economic conditions in 

the countries concerned, there would be little chance of progress being maintained 

in the health field alone• Furthermore
;
 health was bound up with local customs, 

general habits of life^ methods of education and so forth, so that the evaluation 

of social results of health projects was of great importance. It would be of great 

interest if the Board could receive later on reports on the evaluation and 

analysis of individual projects carried out^ showing the lessons learned from the 

evaluations and the methods by which further work in the field concerned could be 

improved* 

Dr• MOORS congratulated the Secretariat on the presentation of the report, 

which contained guidance en the orderly planning fundamental to the success of any 

health project, and on project evaluation. He wished to join with previous 

speakers in stressing the importance of the economic aspects of health workj it 
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was essential that health programmes should provide for the rehabilitation of those 

people who had suffered ill-health and should fit them for a productive occupation. 

The importance of that factor was realized in Canada, and was implicit in the name 

of the Department of National Health and Welfare• The document under consideration 
% 

would be of value not only to WHO but also to national departments of health• 

Professor FERREIRA said that the importance of the subject was evident from 

the careful study which had been made of it by all members of the Board. It 

might appear at first glance that the document was too academic; however, the 

time available to the Secretariat for implementing the instructions given could 

not have been used, in his opinion^ in a better way• In Ше case of an organization 

of such a broad character as WHO- the question of evaluation presented new problems. 

The document contained a philosophy of the methods to be used. Evaluation could 

not be looked upon simply as an appraisal of local services； or of the immediate 

or even remote results of particular actions; the goal of WHO activities was so 

far-reaching that it was not possible to Fifrualize a point in time when it might be 

said that the goal had been reached• 

Pioneers in health work thirty years ago - for example^ Professor Winslow and 

Dr, Freeman - had suggested that 10% of public expenditure should be spent on 

health measures. Some countries were already spending a higher percentage than 

that and were still not satisfied with results• The only way in which it was 

possible to measure in some way the results of the work of WHO was to seek 

information from national legislators^ governments^ and the financial supporters 
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of the Organization, such as the Technical Assistance Board, who were interested 

in evaluating the Organization's achievements. Dr. Hyde's remarks had been 

particularly apt. Because of the complexity of WHO activities, it was not possible 

at present to expect any appraisal form which would really measure results. 

The general opinion of the Board on the subject, with which viewpoint Professor 

Ferreira thought Dr. Sinai would concur, seemed to be that while the main line to 

be followed in developing the study had now been laid down, further consideration 

of the subject would be necessary before the directives of the Board could be said 

to have been fulfilled. 

Professor Ferreira proposed that the Board should note the paper before it, 

and should ask the Director-General to continue to study the problem of programme 

evaluation. 

In connexion with the linking of sociology with preventive medicine, he 

suggested that paragraph 3 on page 36 of document EB13/59 Add.l should be amended 

to read: "That further consideration be given to the means and methods of 

correlating the social problems . . The important link between social problems 

and problems of health protection was already recognized in work in Brazil. 

With regard to paragraph 2 on page 25 of document EB13/59 Add.l, he pointed out 

that it would be a great mistake to take the attitude that the solution of 

public-health problems was dependent on a prior solution of social problems. It 

was a great mistake simply to assume that public-health problems would be solved 

once improved social welfare provided everyone with adequate food, etc., and when 

such a tendency existed it must be combated. 

Dr. TOGBA asked whether there had been any special reason why Africa - where 
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many bilateral and multilateral projects were in progress, and where social problems 
."if 

differed from those to be found in other parts of the world - had been the only 

WHO Region which had not been visited in the course of the evaluation study. 

The DIRECTOR —ŒNERAL remarked that Dr, Togba's question was related to the 

point which had been raised by Dr. van den Berg. The shortness of time available 

for the Secretariat's study - between the completion of the Sixth World Health 

Assembly and the holding of the Thirteenth Session of the Executive Board - had made 

it impossible both to make the study and prepare the document earlier and to visit 

all the WHO Regions. The African Region had not been specifically excluded, but as 

the Regional Office for Africa was the most recently established of the regional 

offices fewer staff had been available in Africa to help in the study than at other 

regional offices. 

As Dr. van den Berg had pointed out, the Board could not be satisfied with the 

results so far achieved in this document EB13/59 Add.l was a preliminary 

report only. Dr. Vargas-Mendez had drawn attention to the fact that the question 

of evaluation had been discussed for a long time without any concrete action 

having been takenj it was hoped that the evaluation framework contained in the 

document would form a stimulating basis for further analysis and recoiranendations. 

The Secretariat recognized that the requirements of the Technical Assistance Board 

and of UNICEF could not be met quickly, but he hoped to be able to present a more 

advanced type of report if the subject were placed on the agenda of the fifteenth 

session of the Board in January 1955. Public-health workers knew the difficulties 

involved in attempted national evaluation of health work. WHO was helping governmentE 

to evaluate national projects, and it was hoped in this way to be able to show to tiie 
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governing bodies of WHO the value of the Organization's projects. The statement 

by the representative of the Technical Assistance Board had- -been much appreciated. 

Dr. SINAI said that the comments of the Board were indicative of the fact 

that there neither was nor ever could be a final report on evaluation,just as there 

could be no final report on any other aspect of science. He suggested that in аду 

revision of the report the number of participants in the study should be increased to 

include the number of members serving on the Board, for their contribution to the 

study had been a valuable one. 

In summing up the discussion, the CHAIRMAN noted in particular the preliminary 

nature of the report, the proposal of Dr. Vargas-Mendez that document EB13/59 Add. 1 

should be distributed as widely as possible to interested persons, and the .. 

importance, as stressed by Professor Ferreira, of the relationship between the work 

of WHO and general social problems. 

He read out the following draft resolution for the Board's approval» 

The Executive Board 

Having considered the preliminary report on programme analysis and 

evalucition presented by the Director-General, and 

Having studied the basic principles set out in that report for 

the planning and evaluation of projects of assistance to governments; 

1. NOTES this report with satisfactionj 

2. SUBMITS it to the Seventh World Health Assemblyj - . 

3. REQUESTS the Director-General to continue further study of this 
and related problems and, furthermore, 

4. BELIEVES that it is desirable for the Board to continue the study 
of programme analysis and evaluation and, therefore, 

5. RECOMMENDS that the Seventh World Health Assembly adopt the 
following resolution» 
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"The Seventh W o r l d Health A s s e m b l y 

"REQUESTS the Executive Board at its fifteenth session to 
continue the study of prograirane analysis a n d evaluation a n d to 

submit a report thereon to the Eighth W o r l d H e a l t h Assembly." 

Decision: The draft resolution w a s -unanimously adopted 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL suggested that in view of its decision to continue the 

study on programme analysis a n d evaluation^ the Board m i g h t f e e l that f u r t h e r 

discussion was not required under item 8,12,2 cf the A g e n d a , "Suggestions f o r 

future studies-'. 

It was so a g r e e d . 

3 . TRANSFERS BETWEEN SECTIONS OF THE APPROPRIATION RESOLUTION (a) F O R 1953 (b) 

皿 1954î Item 3.2 of the A g e n d a (Resolution EB12.R14; Document E B 1 3 . 3 0 

(Resolution ЩА6.28] Document S B 1 3 / 4 2 ) 

(a) For 1953 

M r . S I E Œ L , Assistant Director-General^ AdMiiistration a n d F i n a n c e , explained 

that document E B 1 3 / 3 0 w a s a report on a matter w h i c h h a d already been dealt w i t h b y 

the Board 灿 r o u g h correspocdence w i t h the Director,-General during the latter part of 

1 9 ( 3 : a number of transfers between sections of the Appropriation Resolution h a d b e e n 

proposed by the Director-General and accepted by all members of the Boardj 

confirmation of that approval w a s now sought。 

Decisions The Board confirmed It.s concurrence In the transfers proposed. 
— — i • - I—^n 
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Following the decision, Dr. TOGBA asked permission to revert to the matter in 

order to draw the attention of the Board to "Appropriation Section 6 - Regional 

Office" on page 2 of document EB13/30, which referred to additional expenditure which 

had been required to meet cost-of-living adjustments and operating costs at the WHO 

Regional Office for Africa. He wished to know if anything was being done to remedy 

those difficulties. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL suggested that the question might be more appropriately 

discussed by the Board when the report of the WHO Regional Office for Africa came 

before it. 

In the light of that suggestion, Dr. TOGBA proposed the postponement of 

discussion on document EB13/30. 

The CHAIRMAN and Dr. van den BERG' pointed out that the purpose of document 

EEL3/3O was informativej the action related to the year 1953. 

Dr. TOGBA wished, nevertheless, to reserve the right to refer to document 

ЕВ13/Э0 when the report of the WHO Regional Office for Africa was under discussion, 

as he felt that it contained implications for the future. 

The CHAIRMAN assented, 

(b) For 1954 

Mr. SIEGEL presented document EB13/42, which contained proposals, accompanied 

by justifications for a number of transfers between sections of the Appropriation 

Resolution for 1954. 

Decision? document EB13/42 was approved without comment. 
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4 , ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES AS BETWEEN REGIONS : Item ЪЗ of the Agenda (Official 
Records, No. 4б

?
 resolution EBli

P
R71； D::cvments EB13/53 and EB13/53 Согг. 1) 

In presenting documents EB13/53 and EB13/53 Corr. the DIRECTOR-GENERAL said he 

would Ъе glad to provide any additional explanatory information which might be required. 

As there were no comments； tiie•CHAIRMAN read cut the following draft resolution 

for the Board's approval: 

Having considered the report of the Director-General on a study of the 

guiding principles for the al3.ocation cf resources as between regions; 

Having reviewed the considerations which the Executive Beard gave to this 

matter at its second^ fifth, seventh and eighth sessions； 

Having considered further the various internaticnal, regional and national 

factors affecting the determination of allocations as between regions of the 

resources available to the World Health Organisation； 

Realizing that it would be impracticable to establish firm criteria 

governing such allocations; 

The Executive Beard 

REQUESTS the Director-General in his determination cf allocation of 
resOiirces as between regions to cuntinue to bear in mind the principles 
already outlined by the Executive Board at its second, fifth, seventh and 
eighth sessions, with due regard to such international, regional and national 
considerations as may be relevant for the individual regions» 

Dr. van den BEEG proposed that the resolution should contain a phrase e^ressing 

the appreciation of the Board for the excellence of the report. 

Decision: The draft resolution was iinaninously adopted with the additional 
suggestion that a phrase e^ressing the appreciation of the Board should be 
incorporated in the résolution by the Rapporteur s о 
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5. PROCEDURE FOR CONSIDERATION OF THE PROGRAMME AND BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1955 AT 
THE SEVENTH WORLD HEALTH ASSEMBLY: Item 3»5 of the Agenda (Document EBX3/43) 

Mr. SIEGEL recalled that at its January session each year the Board discussed 

what procedure for the consideration of the programme and budget estimates for the 

year it wished to recommend to the forthcoming Health Assembly» Document EB13/43 

referred to the change in procedure which had been recommended by the Executive Board 

at its eleventh session and outlined the apparently satisfactory results of that 

procedure at the Sixth World Health Assembly. The Director-General proposed that the 

same procedure should be followed by the Seventh World Health Assembly, with certain 

slight changes which it was hoped would eliminate minor difficulties which had 

occurred in 1953。 

Decision: The draft resolution contained in document EB13/43 was adopted without 
comment. 

6. FORM OF PRESENTATION OF FUTURE ANNUAL PROGRAMME AND BUDGET ESTIMATES: Item 3c6 
of the Agenda (Document EB13/46) 

Dr, van den BERG proposed that discussion of document EB13/46 should be postponed 

until after discusnion of the Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates fcr 1955 had been 

completedj members would then be in a better position tt/ evaluate the advantages and 

disadvantages of the proposed changes in the form of future presentation» 

Decision: It was decided to postpone consideration cf the form of presentation 
of future annusuL programme and budget estimates until discussion of the proposed 
Programme and Budget Estimates for 1955 had been completed. 
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7. STUDY OF SCALE OF ASSESSMENTS: Item 8Л of the Agenda (Official Records, No. 48, 
resolution VfflA6,10; Documents EB13/38， EB13/38 Add, 1； and EB13/38 Corr. 1) 

Dr. van den BERG proposed that a small working group should study documents 

EB13/38, EB13/38 Add. 1, and EB13/38 C o m 1 and report back to the Board, 

Professor FERREIRA thought that proposal premature, since members had not yet had 

an opportunity to indicate what aspects of the question of scale of assessments they 

thought required disoussion^ In his oploL.n it would be preferable for the question 

to be considered by the whole Board and then^ if considered necessary, by a working group 

MASON, alternate to Dr
0
 Maclean, while re с cognizing that the Board had already-

decided to postpone consideration of the form of presentation cf future annual programme 

and budget estimates, feared that postponement of too many items would lead to too hasty 

a consideration Cf them at the end of the session. He thought it would be of value if 

the Director-General were to make a statement both cn the question of the scale of 

assessments and on the f^rm of presentation :;f future annual programme and budget 

estimates. He agreed with Professor Ferreira that the Board should give at least 

seme consideration to the present item before any decision shox\ld be taken on the 

necessity for the formation cf a working party. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL reminded members that it had airea办 been agreed, at an 

earlier meeting, that there should be a preliminary discussion in plenary session on 

the scale of assessments» 

Dr. BRADY
:
 alternate to Dr. Hyde) proposed that the topic should be introduced by 

the Director-General at the present meeting, arid that members shoiild then Ъе given one 
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cr tío days to examine the question before being called upon to decide whether or net 

a working party was necessary. 

In introducing documents EB13/38, EB13/38 Add. 1, and EB13/38 Corr, 1, Mr. SIEGEL. 

recalled that the question of the scale of assessments of Member States of WHO had 

originally been raised at the Fifth World Health Assembly by one delegate who had 

maintained that the assessment of his country by WHO no longer corresponded with the 

assessment by the United Nations. As a result, the Fifth World Health Assembly had 

requested the Executive Board to review the scale of assessments used in WHO with a 

view to bringing it into conformity with the criteria used by the United Nations. At 

the time of the eleventh session of the Board, it was known that the General Assembly 

of the United Nations was about to make further changes in the United Nations scale of 

assessmentsj a proposal had therefore been adopted that the study should be deferred 

for one year. 

The study, as new carried out, took into account the latest revisions made in the 

United Nations scale of assessments, and the primary purpose of the changes proposed 

was to assure that the scale of assessments of WHO was based on the same principles 

and criteria as were used in the United Nations. In preparing the report, the 

Director-General had obtained advice from the Committee on Contributions of the 

United Nations, particularly in regard to the assessment ^f Meniber States of WHO 

which were not also Members of the United Nations. Attached to the document were 

several exhibits and tables showing the scale of assessments in effect in the United 

Nations as applied to 1954 and the changes which would have to be made if the WHO 

scale were to be brought into conformity. 
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In applying the United Nations scale to the World Health Organization, adjustments 

had to be made for a number of reasons : WHO used a scale of assessment worked out on 

a imit basis rather than on a strict percentage basis, as used in the United Nationsj 

there were mere Member States of WHO than of the. United Nationsj and use had continued 

to be made of the two criteria established by the Sewnd World Health Assembly, that the 

assessment of the highest contributor should not exceed and that the assessment 

per capita of the highest contributor should be the limitation for any per capita 

assessment of any other Members of WHO. 

A number of alternative methods by which the WHO scale of assessments might be 

brought jnto line with the criteria used by the United Nations - described in sections 

3 and 4 on pages 2-4 of document EB13/38 - had been placed before the Board for it's 

consideration. The differences between methods I and II, on the one hand, and III 

and 17, on the other, were connected with the number of units t) be used in the WHO 

scale: with methods 工 and II, calculations were based on the same number of units as 

were currently in use, while with methods III and. IV the number of units was 

established at 12,500 units to provide for a strict mathematical calculation whereby 

the minimum assessment, in the United Nations (0.4^) would correspond exactly to the 

minimum assessment in WHO (5 units). No one particular method was recommended by 

the Director-General, but it was hoped that the Board would be aible to make 

a specific recommendation to the Health Assembly to assist it in the taking of a 

final decision. 

Professor JETTMAR asked whether agreement had been sought on the proposed new 

schedules from the governments of States which were. Members of WHO but not of the 

United Nations, 
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Mr. SIEGEL read the text of resolution WHA6.10, the directive under which the 

study had been carried out, and drew particular attention to paragraph in conformity 

with which Member States had been invited to submit any recommendations or comments 

which they wished to have taken into account in connexion with the study. The text 

of the only comment which had been received was contained in document EB15/38 Add.l. 

Mr. MASON said that Mr. Siegel's statement had been extremely useful and 

proposed that discussion on item of the agenda be reopened so that a statement 

might be made on that subject also. 

The CHAIRMAN put the proposal to the vote. 

Decision: It was unanimously decided to resume discussion of item 5.6 
of the agenda. 

8. FORM OF PRESENTATION OF FUTURE ANNUAL PROGRAMME AND BUDGET ESTIMATES: Item 3.6 
of the Agenda (Document EBl)/46) (resumed) 

№. SIEGEL explained that document 甜1)/46 had resulted from a desire on the 

part of the Director-General to see if, in the light of experience gained over 

several years, improvements could be made in the form of presentation, of the annual 

programme and budget estimates with a view to achieving possible economies and to 

facilitating the consideration of -this annual item by the Board, and the Health 

Assembly. Suggestions had been made which it was hoped would r'educe the size of 

the document without at the same time reducing the essential and important elements 

which the Board and Health Assembly needed to have before them in considering and 

approving the annual programme and the annual appropriation. Various alternatives 
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were described in document EB13/46: it was not necessarily suggested that all of these 

should be adopted; they might be adopted individually or in one combination or 

another. In order to facilitate consideration of these alternatives, the document 

made reference to relevant parts of the Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates for 

I955 (Official Records, No. 50). 

Mr. MASON said it appeared that the saving in size which would result from 

adopting the various proposals would amount to about l80 pages in the text of the 

budget document. A practical way of deciding whether those pages should or should 

not be eliminated would be by bearing the proposals in mind when the Proposed 

Programme and Budget Estimates for 1955 were under review» While the number of 

pages which would be saved by each of the proposals taken separately could be worked 

out roughly from a study of Appendix 1 of the report, provision of exact figures 

by the Secretariat Kould be helpful. Care must be taken not to eliminate information 

of real value to the Board in studying the annual budget document• 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that discussion of the remaining items on the days
1 

agenda should be continued in the afternoon, the meetings of working parties being 

.postponed until the following day» 

In order to avoid the necessity of Saturday morning meetings of working parties, 

Dr. TOGBA suggested that they should meet, if time permitted, after the close of the 

afternoon
1

s plenary session. 

Mr» MASON thought that he was expressing the views of all the members of the 

Working Party on the Rules of Procedure of the Health Assembly and the Executive Board 
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in suggesting that a meeting of that working party on Saturday morning was 

essential. 

It was agreed that a plenary meeting of the Board should be held in the 

afternoon and that the time of meeting of working parties should be decided 

later in the day. 

The meeting rose at 12.10 p.m 


